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Abstract The three-dimensional arrangement of volcanic
deposits in strike-slip basins is not only the product of
volcanic processes, but also of tectonic processes. We use a
strike-slip basin within the Jurassic arc of southern Arizona
(Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate) to construct a facies
model for a strike-slip basin dominated by volcanism. This
model is applicable to releasing-bend strike-slip basins,
bounded on one side by a curved and dipping strike-slip
fault, and on the other by curved normal faults. Numerous,
very deep unconformities are formed during localized uplift
in the basin as it passes through smaller restraining bends
along the strike-slip fault. In our facies model, the basin fill
thins and volcanism decreases markedly away from the
master strike-slip fault (“deep” end), where subsidence is
greatest, toward the basin-bounding normal faults (“shal-
low” end). Talus cone-alluvial fan deposits are largely
restricted to the master fault-proximal (deep) end of the
basin. Volcanic centers are sited along the master fault and
along splays of it within the master fault-proximal (deep)
end of the basin. To a lesser degree, volcanic centers also
form along the curved faults that form structural highs

between sub-basins and those that bound the distal ends of
the basin. Abundant volcanism along the master fault and
its splays kept the deep (master fault-proximal) end of the
basin overfilled, so that it could not provide accommoda-
tion for reworked tuffs and extrabasinally-sourced ignim-
brites that dominate the shallow (underfilled) end of the
basin. This pattern of basin fill contrasts markedly with that
of nonvolcanic strike-slip basins on transform margins,
where clastic sedimentation commonly cannot keep pace
with subsidence in the master fault-proximal end. Volcanic
and subvolcanic rocks in the strike-slip basin largely record
polygenetic (explosive and effusive) small-volume erup-
tions from many vents in the complexly faulted basin,
referred to here as multi-vent complexes. Multi-vent
complexes like these reflect proximity to a continuously
active fault zone, where numerous strands of the fault
frequently plumb small batches of magma to the surface.
Releasing-bend extension promotes small, multivent styles
of volcanism in preference to caldera collapse, which is
more likely to form at releasing step-overs along a strike-
slip fault.
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Introduction

Facies architectural models have been developed to a
sophisticated degree for the sedimentary fill of strike-slip
basins along conservative plate margins (Nilsen and Sylvester
1995; Holdsworth et al. 1998; Barnes and Audru 1999;
Barnes et al. 2001; Link 2003). There remains, however, a
complete lack of volcanic facies architectural models for
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strike-slip basins along convergent margins, probably due to
additional complexities inherent in volcanic facies analysis,
including abrupt lateral facies changes, and postdepositional
modification by intrusive and hydrothermal activity. Al-
though less can generally be learned about the details of
eruption, transport and depositional processes in ancient
volcanic successions relative to modern volcanoes, more can
be learned about processes that act over long time scales (e.g.
millions of years), and how these processes influence the final
product in the volcanic rock record.

Strike-slip faults are common in modern and ancient arc
terranes, but their effects have been much better studied in
arc basement rocks (plutonic and metamorphic) than they
have been in arc volcanic rocks. Oblique convergence is far
more common than orthogonal convergence, and at most
continental arcs, an obliquity of only 10° off orthogonal
results in the formation of strike-slip faults in the upper
plate (Fitch 1972; Jarrard 1986a; McCaffrey 1992). These
faults commonly form in the thermally weakened crust of
the arc, particularly on continental crust, which is weaker
and better coupled to the subducted slab than oceanic-arc
crust (Dewey 1980; Jarrard 1986a; Ryan and Coleman
1992; Smith and Landis 1995). Strike-slip faults, transten-
sional faults, and block rotations play an important role in
modern volcanic arcs; examples include the Central
American arc (Burkhart and Self 1985; Jarrard 1986b;
Weinberg 1992); the Trans-Mexican Volcanic belt (Israde-
Alcantara and Garduno-Monroy 1999); the Andean arc of
southern Chile and Patagonia (Cembrano et al. 1996;
Thomson 2002); the Sumatra arc (Bellier and Sebrier
1994); the Aeolian arc (Gioncada et al. 2003); the Calabrian
arc (Van Dijk 1994); the Aleutian arc (Geist et al. 1988);
the Taupo Volcanic Zone (Cole and Lewis 1981); the
central Philippine arc (Sarewitz and Lewis 1991); and
others. Strike-slip basins are the most tectonically active
type of basin (Nilsen and Sylvester 1995), so the effects of
strike-slip faulting on the development of volcanic succes-
sions within arcs must be profound.

In this paper, we show how the three-dimensional
arrangement of volcanic deposits (“facies architecture”) in
strike-slip basins is not only the product of volcanic
processes, but also of tectonic processes. We do this by
describing and interpreting the largely volcanic fill of an
intra-arc strike-slip basin that is very well exposed in cross-
sectional view (Figs. 1 and 2). This basin is preserved
within the Jurassic arc of southern Arizona, and its fill is the
Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate (as defined by Bassett and
Busby 2005). The volcanology and volcanic facies archi-
tecture of this intra-arc strike-slip basin was not only
controlled by volcanic eruptive and depositional processes,
but also by tectonic processes. These include structural
controls on patterns of uplift and subsidence, on locations
of vents, and on types of centers that develop.

From our work on this ancient intra-arc basin, we develop
a facies architectural model for a volcanically-dominated
releasing-bend basin along a strike-slip fault. Modern
analogs show that these basins have the highest preservation
potential along strike-slip faults with a component of
transtension, where subsidence at releasing bends is greater
than uplift at restraining bends (e.g. Cowan et al. 1989;
Cowan and Pettinga 1992). As a basin slips through
multiple releasing and restraining bends, it develops a
thick basin fill cut by numerous deep unconformities. The
resulting “releasing-and-restraining bend basin” has a very
distinctive volcanic facies architecture.

Geologic setting

Late Jurassic strike-slip intra-arc basins formed along the axis
of earlier Early to Middle Jurassic extensional intra-arc basins
on continental crust in southern Arizona (Fig. 1; Busby et al.
2005). The Sawmill Canyon fault zone formed the north-
eastern boundary of the Early to Middle Jurassic extensional
arc graben depression (Busby-Spera 1988; see “Jurassic
volcanic rocks,” Fig. 1). Then Late Jurassic intra-arc strike-
slip basins developed along Sawmill Canyon fault zone,
which we infer was an inboard strand of the sinistral
Mojave-Sonora megashear system (Busby et al. 2005). The
fill of the intra-arc strike-slip basins is dominated by volcanic
rocks but also contains abundant conglomerate (“Glance
Conglomerate with interbedded volcanic rocks,” Fig. 1).
These contrast with basins to the east, or inboard (backarc)
with respect to the subduction margin, which have little or no
volcanic fill (“Glance Conglomerate without interstratified
volcanic rocks”, Fig. 1). Lawton and McMillan (1999) use
geochemical data on sparse mafic volcanic rocks of the
eastern Glance Conglomerate belt to infer a rift tectonic
setting. Volcanic rocks of the western Glance Conglomerate,
in contrast, show many features typical of arcs (Busby et al.
2005; Bassett and Busby 2005). This paper focuses on
rhyolitic, dacitic and andesitic arc volcanic rocks and inter-
stratified conglomerates along the Sawmill Canyon fault zone
in the Santa Rita Mountains (Figs. 1 and 2), referred to as the
Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate (Bassett and Busby 2005).

The Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate crops out in a 20×
6.5 km elongate belt extending southward from the Sawmill
Canyon strike-slip fault zone (Fig. 2). Beds strike roughly
north and dip ∼30°E, producing an oblique cross-section in
map view that lies at ∼55° angle to the NW–SE strike of the
fault zone (Fig. 2). The Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate
lies unconformably on Middle Jurassic volcanic, sedimen-
tary, and granitic rocks that formed in an extensional
continental arc setting (Busby-Spera 1988; Riggs and
Busby-Spera 1990; Busby et al. 2005). The top of the
Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate is cut by splays of the
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Sawmill Canyon fault zone to the northeast, and it is buried
by Quaternary gravels to the southeast (Fig. 2).

In the following section, we present a volcanic lithofa-
cies map and descriptions (Fig. 2, Table 1), outcrop photos
(Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6) and measured sections (ESM) of the
Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate, in order to interpret
eruptive and depositional processes, by analogy with the
deposits of modern volcanoes. This is followed by a
discussion of strike-slip basins, and presentation of a facies
architectural model that describes the controls of syn-
depositional faults and deep unconformities on the distri-
bution of vents and volcanic lithofacies in an intra-arc
strike-slip basin.

Lithofacies and lithofacies associations

Most of the lithofacies of the Santa Rita Glance Conglom-
erate (Table 1) are repeated at several stratigraphic levels
(Figs. 2; ESM), separated by multiple unconformities and
syn-depositional faults (Fig. 2). Volcanic terminology
follows that of Fisher and Schmincke (1984), Heiken and
Wohletz (1985), and Sigurdsson et al. (2000). The following
descriptions and interpretations were made based on detailed
lithofacies mapping (Fig. 2) and petrographic study of ∼400
thin sections, and limited geochemical analysis (Bassett and
Busby 2005). See Table 1 for full descriptions and
interpretations of each rock type in the order presented below.
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Fig. 1 Location and geologic setting of the Glance Conglomerate in the Santa Rita Mountains, southern Arizona, compiled from numerous
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Fig. 2 Lithofacies map of the Glance Conglomerate in the Santa Rita
Mountains of southern Arizona (note north is to left of the two pages).
The strike and dip of the homoclinal section allows an oblique cross-
sectional view of the basin fill. The basin is bounded to the north by
the regionally significant Sawmill Canyon fault zone, which extends
southward through the Huachuca Mountains into Mexico (Fig. 1); this

forms the master fault to the basin while a localized, subordinate fault
zone (Gringo Gulch) bounds the basin to the south. A paleo-high
formed by high-angle faults divides the basin into a northern sub-basin
proximal to the master fault (measured sections A, B, C, ESM) and a
southern sub-basin distal to the master fault (measured section D,
ESM)
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Boulder breccia-conglomerate

Although the Glance Conglomerate contains well-rounded
clasts at some localities in southern Arizona, at others it is
composed almost entirely of angular clasts (Klute 1991). In
the Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate, the “conglomerate” is
almost all angular (Fig. 3), and only granitic clasts are
locally subrounded, probably as they were weathered from

the outcrop. For this reason, we refer to it as “breccia-
conglomerate.” The boulder breccia-conglomerate is largely
interstratified with dacitic block-and-ash-flow tuffs adjacent
to the Sawmill Canyon fault zone, although it interfingers
with other lithofacies further from the fault zone (Fig. 2).
The matrix of the boulder breccia-conglomerate ranges from
dacitic where it interfingers with dacitic block-an-ash-flow
tuffs, to arkosic sandstone, derived from erosion of extra-
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Table 1 Table of lithofacies descriptions and interpretations
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Table 1 (continued)
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basinal granites, to a variety of pyroclastic matrix types,
reflecting remobilization of freshly-erupted debris on talus
cones and debris-flow fans. We subdivide the boulder
breccia-conglomerates into the following types of deposits,
with increasing distance from the Sawmill Canyon fault zone
over a distance of 8.5 km: talus deposits, proximal debris-
flow deposits, medial to distal debris-flow deposits, and
minor stream-flow deposits (Table 1; ESM).

Dacitic block-and-ash-flow tuffs

The dacitic block-and-ash-flow tuffs (Fig. 4) are interpreted
as small-volume pyroclastic flows generated by gravitational
dome collapse (e.g Fisher et al. 1980; Sparks 1997; Freundt
et al. 2000). The coarse grain size and (rare) occurrence of
amoeboid clasts suggest that the collapsing dome or domes
lay nearby, yet the lack of vent facies (dacitic intrusions or
lava flows/domes) within the basin indicates that the domes
were extrabasinal. The dramatic decrease in grain size away
from the Sawmill Canyon fault zone indicates that the source
domes lay along the fault, or just across the fault zone from
the basin. We infer that the domes were plumbed up through
the fault zone, and then tectonically dismembered along it,
because the vent facies does not appear to be preserved.

Andesitic lava flows, flow breccias and intrusions

The andesitic lava flows are largely brecciated units, with
coherent interiors, that do not crosscut stratigraphy, and
have void spaces between vesicular blocks infilled by

overlying tuffs or sediments. They commonly show flow
banding and flow aligned crystals.

The andesitic intrusions are largely coherent (nonbrecci-
ated), generally nonvesiculated units that, at least locally,
cross-cut stratigraphy and generally have a higher crystal
content than the lava flows. The thicknesses of the
intrusions, their limited lateral extent, and the alternation
of sills with brecciated lava suggest emplacement as sill-
like bodies that intruded early-erupted flows and vented
locally to feed more lava flows (Fisher and Schmincke
1984; Fink and Anderson 2000). These vents are sited on
syndepositional faults (Fig. 2).

Andesitic vulcanian breccia

Clast-supported andesitic breccias form a 500 m thick
sequence in the master fault-proximal sub-basin (Fig. 2).
We interpret these breccias as the proximal deposits of
vulcanian explosions. The great thickness, uniformly coarse
grain size, and crude stratification suggests that the vent lay
close by, probably along the Sawmill Canyon fault zone
(but now dismembered), and that the vulcanian breccia was
ponded within the basin.

Andesitic ignimbrites, vitric tuffs, and tuffaceous
sandstones

The andesitic ignimbrites are massive, poorly sorted, crystal-
rich tuffs with abundant flattened scoria, bubble-wall shards
(rarely welded), and lesser cognate lithic fragments. They are

Table 1 (continued)
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interbedded with andesitic lava flows (Fig. 2). Three of the
four andesitic ignimbrites occur at the bases of andesitic
lava flow or vulcanian breccia sequences (Figs. 2, ESM);
these may therefore represent the first, degassing phase of
the andesitic eruptions (Fisher and Schmincke 1984).

The andesitic vitric tuff and tuffaceous sandstones
(Fig. 5a) have much the same componentry as the andesitic
ignimbrites, except for the presence of blocky and splintery
shards in addition to bubble-wall shards, indicating phre-
atomagmatic as well as magmatic fragmentation mecha-
nism (Fig. 5b, c, Table 1). In outcrop, their sedimentary
structures indicate fluvial reworking by hyperconcentrated
flood flow, with high sedimentation rates.

Rhyolitic intrusions, lava domes—dome breccias,
block-and-ash-flow tuffs

Rhyolitic intrusions occur as massive basal sills and plugs
that pass upward and laterally into rhyolitic lava domes and
dome breccias. The intrusions have irregular contacts and
crosscut lithofacies contacts within the basin. They are com-
monly offset by faults at their bases with decreasing offset
upsection, indicating that vent locations were fault controlled.
We interpret the rhyolitic intrusions as shallow level intrusions
that supplied magma to intrabasinal domes upsection.

Lava domes are composed of flow-banded coherent
rhyolite mantled by or interbedded with dome breccia. The
lava domes are sited on intrabasinal faults, which acted as
conduits for the plugs described above (Fig. 2). The
rhyolitic lava domes are small and bulbous, and are
interpreted to be the result of endogenic dome growth.
The blocks in the lava domes are relatively small (1–2 m
maximum diameter) suggesting relatively high extrusion
rates (Fink and Anderson 2000).

The rhyolitic dome–dome breccias are fringed by
rhyolitic block-and-ash-flow tuffs, interpreted to represent
pyroclastic flows generated by lava dome collapse.

Rhyolitic ignimbrites

The rhyolitic, crystal-poor ignimbrites are interstratified
with rhyolitic domes and plinian to pheatoplinian tuffs in
the northern sub-basin (Fig. 2). Weakly erosive basal
contacts suggest a vent proximal deposit (Freundt et al.
2000). Blocky shards indicate a phreatoplinian eruptive
style, in addition to cuspate shards typical of plinian
eruptive styles (Heiken and Wohletz 1985; McPhie et al.
1993; De Rita et al. 2002). The presence of local cross-
stratification and sorting suggests minor fluvial reworking.

The rhyolitic, white, high-grade ignimbrite consists largely
of moderately-welded pumice lapilli tuff, with well-preserved
vitroclastic textures, but it contains several banded horizons
interpreted to be ultrawelded ignimbrite (Figs. 2, ESM). The

ultrawelded banded horizons show extremely attenuated
fiamme, sintering, plastic deformation of shards, and planar
to contorted flow banding. These features are commonly
attributed to primary deformation of high-temperature pyro-
clastic flows during transport and deposition (Branney and
Kokelaar 1992; McCurry et al. 1996; Freundt 1999) or
secondary rheomorphic flowage after deposition and deflation
(Schmincke and Swanson 1967; Wolff and Wright 1981). The
alternation of ultrawelded with weakly welded horizons
indicates multiple cooling units, suggesting either fluctuation
in the eruptive column or multiple ignimbrite emplacement.
The absence of blocky shards, and the high emplacement
temperatures required for strong welding, indicates that the
eruption was “dry” (i.e. no interaction with surface water).
Like the rhyolitic, crystal-poor ignimbrites, the rhyolitic,
white, high-grade ignimbrite is lies in the master fault-
proximal (northern) sub-basin, unlike all the other rhyolitic
ignimbrites, which lie largely or entirely within the master
fault-distal (southern) sub-basin.

The rhyolitic crystal-rich ignimbrites occur as two white,
nonwelded pumice lapilli tuffs, each 5–20 m thick (Figs. 2;
ESM). They are the most crystal-rich silicic ignimbrites in
the Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate, with 30–35% large
quartz and biotite phenocrysts (3–4 mm).

The rhyolitic lithic-rich ignimbrite (Fig. 2) has ∼20–30%
angular lithic fragments, ranging in size from 5 cm to 2 m
in diameter, and is crystal poor (<15%), with abundant
nonwelded bubble-wall shards. It varies in thickness from
∼10 m near the central structural high to >50 m in the
southern sub-basin

The rhyolitic limestone-lithic ignimbrite (Fig. 2) has
limestone clasts in the nonwelded horizons, and these clasts
show variable degrees of metamorphism to marble and
amphibolite that correspond to density of welding in the
welded horizons, indicating that the clasts were metamor-
phosed in situ. This ignimbrite reaches >60 m in total thick-
ness, and consists of four cooling units, with the basal cooling
unit thickest at ∼30 m; it occurs at a single stratigraphic
horizon in the master fault-distal (southern) sub-basin only
(Figs. 2 and ESM). The rhyolitic limestone-lithic ignimbrite is
the only ignimbrite that contains limestone clasts.

The rhyolitic, red, high-grade ignimbrites are ultra-
welded, crystal-poor, pumice lapilli tuffs only a few meters
thick that serve as distinctive stratigraphic marker horizons
across the fault-proximal and fault-distal sub-basins (Figs. 2
and ESM). They are predominantly ultra-welded with
fiamme showing strong eutaxitic foliation, although the
upper ignimbrite is only moderately welded in the southern
sub-basin. The top contacts and thinner deposits are
brecciated and/or spherulitic. The breccias resemble auto-
breccias of lava flows, but they pass laterally and
irregularly into undisturbed, flat-lying eutaxitic ignimbrite,
and the outlines of the blocks are commonly faint. Hot-state
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brecciation likely occurred during rheomorphic flow in the
late stages of cooling, a common feature of high-grade
“lava-like” ignimbrites (Branney and Kokelaar 1992, 1994;
Beddoe-Stephens and Millward 2000). The upper of the
two rhyolitic, red, high-grade ignimbrites can be mapped
continuously for ∼7 km and then traced for another
∼4.5 km as a single layer of 2–3 m blocks within boulder
breccia-conglomerates of the fault-proximal sub-basin.

Rhyolitic plinian and phreatoplinian tuffs

Laterally continuous, thin-bedded rhyolitic tuffs and pum-
ice lapillistones (Fig. 6) occur throughout much of the basin
fill (Fig. 2). These include: (1) plinian pumice fall deposits,
(2) reworked plinian pumice fall deposits, and (3) phre-
atoplinian ash fall deposits.

Alternations of plinian and phreatoplinian tuffs may result
from (1) phreatomagmatic fragmentation reverting to mag-
matic fragmentation when the water supply is exhausted, as
discussed by Self (1983); (2) a switch from magmatic to

phreatomagmatic eruption style, reflecting a reduction of
magma flux that somehow allowed water to enter the vent
(Jurado-Chichay and Walker 2001); or (3) nonsystematic
alternations, perhaps resulting from variability in water
influx to the vent (Self 1983; Wohletz 1986; Jurado-Chichay
and Walker 2001). The plinian and phreatoplinian tuffs
(Table 1) form very thick sections, some many tens of meters
thick containing rock fragments and large crystals, suggest-
ing that they are vent-proximal accumulations.

Spatial distribution of lithofacies

The spatial distribution of volcanic lithofacies and vents
(Fig. 2) is controlled by the structure of the basin, which is
inferred to be a releasing-bend strike-slip basin (Figs. 7 and 8,
discussed further below). This spatial distribution is shown
in simplified form in Fig. 9.

Rhyolitic domes, dome breccias and intrusions are
restricted to intrabasinal faults in the northern sub-basin,

Fig. 4 a Outcrop photo of dacitic block-and-ash-flow tuff, showing
nonvesiculated (dense) angular clasts, all of the same crystal-poor
dacite, supported in an unsorted, coarse ash matrix of the same
composition (lens cap for scale). b Photomicrograph of ash-sized
matrix of a dacite block-and-ash flow tuff, consisting of the same
dense (nonvesiculated), angular, unsorted clasts as the larger lapilli
and blocks visible in outcrop (field of view=8 mm)

Fig. 3 Proximal debris-flow deposit (boulder breccia-conglomerate
lithofacies), with angular blocks to pebbles of a wide variety of clast
types, supported in a brick-red matrix of granitic granules and coarse-
grained arkosic sandstone
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proximal to the Sawmill Canyon fault zone (Figs. 2 and 9).
The rhyolitic dome–dome breccia lithofacies is fringed by
the rhyolitic block-and-ash-flow tuff lithofacies, and is
interbedded with rhyolitic, white, crystal-poor ignimbrites
or rhyolitic plinian-phreatoplinian tuffs (Figs. 2, ESM and
Table 1). This records alternating effusive and explosive
silicic volcanism within the basin, through vents controlled
by syn-depositional faulting. We infer that the rhyolitic,
white high-grade ignimbrite was erupted from an intra-
basinal vent because it has the same white color and low
crystal content as the rhyolitic intrusions, domes and dome
breccias, block-and-ash-flow tuffs and crystal-poor ignim-
brites. The rhyolitic, white high-grade ignimbrite is restricted
to a single stratigraphic horizon within a section of rhyolitic
crystal-poor ignimbrites that are nonwelded with blocky
shard, suggesting that water gained access to intrabasinal
ignimbrite vents much more commonly than not.

The association of andesitic intrusions with thick
successions of andesitic lava flows and vulcanian breccias
indicates intrabasinal venting (Figs. 2, ESM, 9 and Table 1).
Andesitic intrusions and lava flows occur along faults in
both sub-basins. Reworked andesitic vitric tuffs accumulat-
ed to great thickness in the fault-distal sub-basin (Figs. 2
and 9b), probably because the fault-proximal sub-basin was

kept too full of vent-proximal volcanic rocks and conglom-
erate-breccia to accommodate reworked tuffs (Fig. 9c).

We infer that some lithofacies in the Santa Rita Glance
Conglomerate had sources, now dismembered, along the
Sawmill Canyon fault zone. These include (Figs. 2 and 9
and Table 1): (1) the boulder breccia-conglomerates, (2) the
dacitic block-and-ash-flow tuffs, and (3) the andesitic
vulcanian breccia.

Four types of rhyolitic ignimbrite are interpreted as
extrabasinally sourced (Fig. 9b) because they differ from
the intrabasinal ignimbrites in phenocryst and lithic
compositions (Table 1), and because the very well-exposed
basin fill contains no candidates for vents or vent-proximal
deposits with similar mineralogy, such as intrusions,
ignimbrite feeder dikes (sensu Aguirre-Diaz and Labarthe-
Hernandez 2003), proximal ejecta lobes or rings (sensu
Fierstein et al. 1997), or co-ignimbrite lag breccias (sensu
Druitt and Sparks 1981). In addition, one ignimbrite has
limestone lithics, and there is no limestone in the substrate
or margins of this basin, although limestones occur in other
ranges along and northeast of the Sawmill Canyon fault
zone (Fig. 1). They are thus accidentally ponded ignim-
brites, with thicknesses that nowhere rival typical caldera
fill. The extrabasinally-sourced rhyolitic ignimbrites occur

Fig. 5 a Outcrop photo of the andesitic vitric tuff and tuffaceous
sandstone lithofacies (pencil for scale). These deposits are bedded,
laminated and cross-laminated, with cut and fill structures, causing
some workers to call them sandstones (see Drewes 1971), but in thin
section, most samples are composed entirely of pyroclastic debris. b
Photomicrograph of a tuffaceous volcanic lithic sandstone from the
andesitic vitric tuff and tuffaceous sandstone lithofacies (field of view=
6 mm). This sample was taken from a cross-laminated bed that shows
clear evidence of fluvial reworking. Two different types of andesitic

volcanic rock fragments (top left and bottom left) and a plagioclase
crystal (center left) lie in a matrix of scoria fragments and bubble-wall
shards. The preservation of delicate bubble-wall shards and scoria
fragments indicates minimal fluvial reworking of freshly-erupted
pyroclastic debris. c Photomicrograph of a vitric tuff from the andesitic
vitric tuff and tuffaceous sandstone lithofacies (field of view=6 mm). In
contrast with the sample shown in b, this sample is composed of blocky
to splintery shards inferred to have formed by explosive interaction of
magma with ambient water (groundwater or lakes)
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largely in the fault-distal sub-basin but some spill over the
central structural high for a short distance into the fault-
proximal sub-basin (Figs. 2 and 9b; Table 1). Each of these
ignimbrite types is restricted to one or two stratigraphic
levels; this fact, and their distinctive textures and composi-
tions, make them useful marker horizons that help correlate
the sequences of the fault-proximal and fault-distal sub-
basins (Bassett and Busby 2005). The extrabasinally-sourced
ignimbrites were preferentially ponded in the master fault-
distal (southern) sub-basin even though it subsided less than
the fault-proximal sub-basin, because fault-proximal sub-
basin was kept full by intrabasinal volcanism and sediments
shed from the master fault (Fig. 9c).

Syndepositional faults

The structural evolution of the basin is described in detail
by Bassett and Busby (2005), and summarized briefly here.

The regionally significant Sawmill Canyon fault zone
(Fig. 2) is inferred to be the dominant basin-bounding fault
because boulder clast size and angularity increase toward it,
the boulder breccia-conglomerate lithofacies becomes more
proximal toward it, the basin fill generally thickens toward
it, and intra-basinal, syndepositional faults show the great-
est displacement near it. Reactivation of the Sawmill
Canyon fault zone during the Late Cretaceous to Early
Tertiary Laramide Orogeny juxtaposed younger and older
units against the Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate.

A less regionally significant fault zone, the Gringo
Gulch fault zone, bounds the south end of the basin
(Fig. 2). This fault cuts the Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate
and its basement (Jurassic Squaw Gulch granite, Fig. 2) and
it is cut by the Late Cretaceous Josephine Canyon diorite
(Drewes 1971). This subvertical fault is en echelon to the
Sawmill Canyon fault zone. Andesitic flows and sills are
abundant at the south end of the basin (Figs. 2 and 9b),
suggesting that the Gringo Gulch fault plumbed magmas to
the surface (Fig. 9c).

Fig. 6 a Outcrop photo of the rhyolitic plinian and phreatoplinian tuff
lithofacies. These form widespread sheets only a few meters thick that
mantle topography. b Photomicrograph of a rhyolitic phreatoplinian
tuff (field of view=6 mm). This sample consists of blocky to
splintered glass shards, set in an optically irresolvable fine-grained
matrix. These are interpreted as phreatoplinian ash fall deposits, which
record explosive eruptions through water

Fig. 7 Three major types of strike-slip basins (after Nilsen and
Sylvester 1995), including a pull-apart basin, b releasing bend basin,
and c transrotational basins. Also shown is d releasing- and
restraining-bend couplet along an overall trantensional strike-slip
fault, where the restraining bend is smaller than the releasing bend
(after Cowan et al. 1989; Cowan and Pettinga 1992); bends are
exaggerated to display geometries clearly, whereas in nature, very
subtle bends produce similar structures
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The basin also contains numerous intrabasinal syndepo-
sitional high-angle faults (Figs. 2 and 9) that alternated
between normal-slip and reverse-slip separation. At some
times, faults with normal separation were active synchro-
nously with faults showing reverse separation elsewhere in
the basin (Bassett and Busby 2005). Intrabasinal faults
subdivide the basin into master fault-proximal (northern)
and fault-distal (southern) sub-basins, separated by a
structural high (Figs. 2 and 9). The master fault (Sawmill
Canyon fault zone) served as the primary conduit for
andesitic to rhyolitic magmas; however, the smaller faults
also served as conduits for smaller volumes of magma and
controlled intrabasinal vent sites.

Unconformities

Eight large-scale deep unconformities cut the basin fill
(shown in blue on Fig. 2), dividing it into eight unconfor-
mity-bounded sequences (Bassett and Busby 2005). These
unconformities are easily mapped out because they incise
deeply into underlying strata (Figs. 2 and 9b, c). Five of the
eight unconformities show extreme vertical relief (460–
910 m) and very high paleo-slope gradients (40°–71°); they
lie in the master fault-proximal (northern) sub-basin where
they face asymmetrically away from the master fault (Figs. 1
and 9b, c). These are interpreted to represent fault scarps
and paleo-slide scars produced during basin uplift (“basin
inversion”) events at restraining bends along the master
fault (Bassett and Busby 2005). Unconformities in the
master fault-distal (southern) sub-basin, in contrast, are
symmetrical, with vertical relief of 200–600 m and paleo-
slope gradients of 20°–25° (Figs. 1 and 8b, c). These are
interpreted to represent deep paleocanyons (Bassett and
Busby 2005).

Volcanic facies model for the Santa Rita Glance intra-
arc strike-slip basin

All previously-published facies models for strike-slip basins
were developed for siliciclastic systems; we present the first
facies model for an intra-arc strike-slip basin (Fig. 9c). This
volcanic facies model may be applicable to releasing-and
restraining-bend basins that form along curves in strike-slip
faults within arcs. The name “releasing-restraining bend
intra-arc strike-slip basin” emphasizes the fact that transten-
sional and lesser transpressional processes, as well as
magmatic processes, mold the basin and its volcanic fill as
it slips along the strike-slip fault. The unconformities and
syn-depositional faults are at least as important as the
volcanism for controlling the architecture of the basin fill.
Thus, our basin model has two distinguishing characteristics:
the uncomformities, which are created at restraining bends,
and the small, numerous polygenetic volcanic complexes,
which form at releasing bends of an intra-arc strike-slip fault
zone.

Strike-slip basins largely occur as three major types
(Nilsen and Sylvester 1995): (1) classical pull-apart basins,
which form at a releasing stepover between en echelon
segments of a strike-slip fault (Fig. 7a), (2) releasing bend
basins, which form along a gently curved strike-slip fault
(Fig. 7b), and (3) transrotational basins, which form at the
trailing edge of a crustal block under vertical axis rotation
(Fig. 7c). Pull-apart basins are symmetrical and subside
continuously along normal-slip separation faults (Fig. 7a).
Transrotational basins are asymmetrical, wedge-shaped
basins that subside along normal-slip separation faults

a  Releasing bend

b Restraining bend
Landsliding

Erosion

c  Releasing bend

Fig. 8 Cartoon cross secton illustrating “porpoising” of a strike-slip
basin as it slides past alternating releasing and restraining bends of a
strike-slip fault. The “deep” end of the basin (left) is bounded by the
major strike-slip fault. a Normal faulting and subsidence at a
restraining bend, accommodating accumulation of a thick stratigraphic
sequence; b Reverse faulting and uplift at a restraining bend causes
erosion of basin fill, creating deep unconformities; c Renewed normal
faulting and subsidence along a releasing bend. This may repeat
several times. An overall transtensional fault is shown, where net
subsidence over time will result in partial preservation of a basin fill
that is divided by deep unconformities
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(Fig. 7c). Releasing bend basins are also asymmetrical
(Fig. 7b), but the broad curves that produce releasing bends
along strike-slip faults also tend to produce restraining
bends, resulting in alternating releasing and restraining
bends along the length of the fault (Fig. 7d). This results in
“porpoising,” or alternating subsidence and uplift of the
basin as it slips along the fault, as first described by
Crowell (1974). This “porpoising,” and its effects on the
basin architecture, are illustrated in Fig. 8.

The structural style of strike-slip faults with releasing-
restraining bend couplets consists of a major basin-
bounding strike-slip fault and smaller intra-basinal faults
(Figs. 7d, 8 and 9a). These faults show reverse and
normal components of slip that develop simultaneously
with grabens and arches, in positions that vary rapidly
through time (Crowell 1982; Christie-Blick and Biddle

1985; Wood et al. 1994; Nilsen and Sylvester 1995;
Barnes and Audru 1999; Barnes et al. 2001). The dip on
the master strike-slip fault controls the width of the
releasing-bend basin. Where there is a close spatial and
temporal association of releasing and restraining bends,
basin subsidence alternates with basin uplift on a time
scale of 105 to 106 years, producing large-scale intra-
basinal unconformities (Fig. 8; Wood et al. 1994; Barnes
et al. 2001). If the restraining bends are of the same scale
as the releasing bends, all of the basin fill created at a
releasing bend should be inverted and eroded away at the
succeeding restraining bend. When a strike-slip fault
system is overall slightly transtensional, however, the
restraining bends are smaller than the releasing bends
(Figs. 7d and 9a), and net subsidence over time will result
in partial preservation of the basin fill (Fig. 8). We refer to
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Fig. 9 Volcanological facies
architectural model for an intra-
arc strike slip basin: a Map view
of the inferred structural setting,
modeled after the modern Glynn
Wye Basin along the Hope
Fault, New Zealand (after
Cowan et al. 1989 and Cowan
and Pettinga 1992; for details
see Bassett and Busby 2005).
b Down-dip view of the basin
based on the outcrop lithofacies
map (Fig. 2), with colors keyed
to it. The inferred structural
setting of line of this down-dip
view is shown on Fig. 9a.
c Interpretive block diagram
showing volcanic facies archi-
tecture (front of block) and
inferred processes (top of block)
in an intra-arc strike slip basin,
based on the Santa Rita Glance
Conglomerate. This model is
broadly applicable to releasing-
and-restraining-bend intra-arc
basins, which form at curves in
the traces of strike slip faults.
Colors are keyed to the lithofa-
cies map (Fig. 2) and the down-
dip view of the basin (Fig. 9b);
the front of the block is shown
in somewhat bolder colors than
the top of the block
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this type of basin as a ‘releasing- and restraining-bend
basin’ to emphasize the fact that very deep unconformi-
ties are an important feature of the basin fill (Fig. 8).

Numerous, very deep unconformities bound volcanic
and sedimentary sequences in the Santa Rita Glance
Formation (Fig. 9b). Each of these very deep unconformi-
ties was produced by partial basin inversion (uplift) along a
restraining bend, followed by deep burial due to subsidence
at the next releasing bend (Fig. 8); these processes
alternated as the basin slipped along the strike-slip fault.
The restraining bends must have been smaller than the
releasing bends (Fig. 7d), because net subsidence over time
resulted in partial preservation of the basin fill.

Volcanic and subvolcanic rocks in the strike-slip basin
formed multiple small, polygenetic vent complexes in a
complexly-faulted basin (Figs. 2 and 9b). We thus interpret
the volcanic rocks of the Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate
to be a rhyolitic to dacitic to andesitic multivent, polyge-
netic complex with hypabyssal intrusions that map directly
into effusive and explosive volcanic deposits (Fig. 9c).

There is no evidence that the basin represents one or more
calderas, because there are no very thick silicic ignimbrites
typical of caldera fill; ring faults and ring fracture intrusions
are absent, nor are there any of the slide sheets typically
formed by caldera collapse. Instead, the intrabasinally-
sourced lithofacies of the Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate
record repeated intrabasinal intrusion and venting of relatively
small volumes of magma along intrabasinal faults, with
subequal intermediate and silicic compositions, and subequal
effusive and explosive eruptive styles. Interfingering of
eruptive products indicates that more than one vent was
active at a time, hence the name “multivent complex” is
applied. We propose that multi-vent complexes reflect
proximity to a continuously active fault zone, where strands
of the fault frequently plumb small batches of magma to the
surface at releasing bends. Intrabasinal faults ponded ignim-
brites and locally plumbed magma to the surface (Fig. 9c).

Dacitic domes that lay just outside the basin to the north
produced proximal block-and-ash-flow tuff breccias that
fine with distance from the master fault (Fig. 9c); they are

Fig. 9 (continued)
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interbedded with the boulder breccia-conglomerates in the
fault-proximal sub-basin, and supplied sand-sized material
(ash) for the breccia-conglomerate matrix. These dacite domes
were probably plumbed up the master fault (Fig. 9c), just as
modern dome chains are commonly sited on faults (Bailey
1989; Bellier and Sebrier 1994; Bellier et al. 1999).

Andesitic magmas inflated the section as sills, and
locally vented out onto the surface as lava flows and lesser
ignimbrites (Figs. 2 and 9). Andesitic tuffs also contain
shard morphologies typical of phreatomagmatic eruptions,
and were commonly reworked by fluvial processes,
suggesting a wet climate (Busby et al. 2005).

Growth of intrabasinal rhyolitic lava domes (Figs. 2 and
9c) produced both block-and-ash-flow tuff breccias and
dome breccias, depending on the temperature of the
parental lava during disintegration into avalanches. Highly
vesiculated silicic magma produced plinian eruptions,
forming plinian ashfall and pumiceous pyroclastic flow
deposits. Plinian eruptions through surface water resulted in
phreatoplinian eruptions, which, together with fluvially-
reworked tuffs, suggest a wet climate. The pumiceous
pyroclastic flow deposits (ignimbrites) are generally non-
welded and contain blocky shards in addition to bubble-
wall shards, again suggesting a dominantly “wet” eruptive
style (Busby et al. 2005).

Most of the ignimbrites in the Santa Rita Glance
Conglomerate are inferred to be extrabasinally-sourced,
because their mineralogy is distinct from volcanic rocks
that can be traced directly into intrusions within the basin.
Their sources are most likely from calderas located at
releasing step-overs elsewhere along the Sawmill Canyon
strike-slip fault zone (Busby et al. 2005).

Intrabasinal normal- and reverse-slip separation faults
controlled the positions of local arches and grabens
(Fig. 9c), leading to abrupt thinning and thickening of
strata and local intrabasinal venting, but the basin fill
broadly thins away from the master fault (Sawmill Canyon
fault zone) toward the subordinate basin-bounding fault
(Gringo Gulch fault zone). Talus cone-alluvial fan deposits
are restricted to the deep end of the basin (Fig. 9c). Most of
the proximal extrabasinal volcanic rocks were erupted from
the master fault zone and trapped in the deep end of the
basin. Most of the intrabasinal volcanic rocks were erupted
from intrabasinal faults in the deep (master fault-proximal)
end of the basin (Fig. 9). This volcanism, in combination
with master-fault proximal clastic sedimentation, kept the
deep end of the basin completely full. In contrast, the
master-fault distal sub-basin was able to accommodate
extrabasinally-sourced ignimbrites and fluvially reworked
pyroclastic deposits (Fig. 9c).

The closest modern analogue to the Santa Rita Glance
Conglomerate is probably the Sumatra volcanic arc in
Indonesia, a continental transpressional to transtensional

arc. Small volcanic centers (in Sumatra, mainly rhyolite
domes) occur along releasing bends (e.g. Fig. 7c), whereas
caldera complexes occur along releasing step-overs, in pull-
apart basins (e.g. Fig. 7a; Bellier and Sebrier 1994; Chesner
1998; Bellier et al. 1999; Ventura 1994). In the Late
Jurassic arc of southern Arizona, small, multivent, polyge-
netic eruptive centers formed along releasing bends in the
strike-slip fault (Santa Rita Glance Conglomerate), but the
deposits of these interfinger with ignimbrite outflow sheets
erupted from calderas at releasing stepovers along the
Sawmill Canyon fault zone (Busby et al. 2005).

Conclusions

The Late Jurassic basin described in this paper affords a time-
integrated view of an intra-arc strike-slip basin that workers in
modern arcs do not have. Strands of the Sawmill Canyon
strike-slip fault zone both bounded and lay within the
releasing-and restraining-bend basin. These plumbed small
batches of silicic and intermediate-composition magma to the
surface, resulting in frequent, small-volume, polygenetic
(explosive and effusive) eruptions from multiple vents within
and along the margins of the complexly faulted basin. When
the basin slipped through small restraining bends in the strike-
slip fault, it was uplifted, and deep unconformities were
carved into the basin fill; when the basin slipped through
releasing bends, rapid subsidence occurred, providing preser-
vation space for the arc volcanic rocks. The basin fill thinned
and intrabasinal volcanism decreased dramatically away from
the master strike-slip fault, where subsidence was greatest and
fault-controlled vents most abundant. Talus cones and alluvial
fan deposits were largely restricted to the “deep” end of the
basin (next to the master strike-slip fault), and lava domes
sited on the master fault shed block-and-ash flows into the
“deep” end of the basin. The master-fault-proximal end of the
basin was thus “overfilled,” while the “underfilled ”master-
fault-distal end of the basin provided accommodation for
reworked tuffs, as well as extrabasinally-sourced ignimbrites.
These accidentally-ponded ignimbrites were erupted from
calderas at releasing step-overs elsewhere along the Sawmill
Canyon fault zone (Busby et al. 2005); large-volume
ignimbrite eruptions and caldera collapse did not occur in
the releasing-and restraining-bend basin.

The three-dimensional arrangement of deposits in intra-
arc strike-slip basins is controlled not only by volcanic
processes, but also by tectonic processes, including struc-
tural controls on patterns of uplift and subsidence, on
locations of vents, and on types of centers that develop.
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